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SuMMurY  oF thE ProJECt 1. 

title 
Port Arthur and other military memorials overseas as an instrument for the advancement of russia’s 

international reputation. 

the oRdeRing PaRty
the project has been implemented without a formal structure, rather,  from  suggestions originating from 

under the patronage and with the administrative assistance of the Memorialization Board of the Ministry of Defense 
of the Russian Federation, The First Department of the Asian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Embassy and the Military 
Attaché Office of Russian Federation in Beijing, as well as the Presidential Administration of the  Russian Federation, 
and the Commission for the Countering of  False revision of russian history. 

execuTive Branch 
Charity foundation “Pokolenie”

lead time
April 2008 – September 2010. the reconstruction is complete, yet a variety  of communication activities 

have yet to be implemented. 
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backgRound of the PRoject
over 17, 000 of our fellow countrymen, having fallen in action over the course of three wars – russian-

Japanese war, World War II and the Korean war – have been buried at the military grave-site in Port Arthur (Lüshun, 
PrC). this cemetery, as well as many other russian military grave sites overseas, have fallen into decay.

obviously, the Project’s primary focus has been on the restoration of the Port Athur memorial. A broad 
communication campaign, which has entailed the research and verification of the military and cultural history of the 
region, as well as the festivities of the 65th anniversary of the russian victory in World War II, has been launched as a 
part of the Project. This campaign has revealed the significant role of the Russian and Soviet memorials overseas as 
both posthumous representatives and living icons of our country that have been deeply rooted in the countries of their 
“accommodation”, effecting their development, as well. Therefore, ancillary to the above initiatives, there has been 
the development of a political campaign with regards to russian relations with the Far East.

the project has been fully sponsored by the charity foundation “Pokolenie” and by other private donations. It 
has incorporated a broad range of NGos and the general public for participation in the restoration of russian military 
memorials overseas, and for the proactive development of influential tools for the advancement of Russian global and 
intercultural relations in the future.  

the Project faced a range of problems caused by the particular nature of russian-Chinese relations. that 
included the information embargo, the ban to use state sources, and certain diplomatic and business complications. 
these issues have been solved by either complying with the restrictions, without detriment to the goals of the Project, 
or, by getting over it. Or by accepting the indefinite limitations imposed by them.

the audience involved
All mentioned above make it obvious that the leaders of both countries were the primary target audience. 

they, as well as other target audience members for this outreach, are the following:
The Chinese Communist party, including the state authorities, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the provincial authorities  ―
of the free economic zone of Dalian, municipal government and the population of the cities of Dalian and Lüshun, the 
management and the employees of the local contractors;
the government and the society of the former Soviet republics, where there are russian military grave sites; ―
the war veterans (the veterans of the hostilities in the Far East as the pivotal audience), the russian militaries and the  ―
relatives of those buried abroad (incl. Port Arthur);
the government and the population of the russian regions bordering with PrC; ―
The experts communities in the field of military cooperation, world and military history, international relations, cultural  ―
history of the region, tourism etc.;
the russian business community and middle class as the potential donators for similar projects.  ―
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PRoject bReakdown 
The reconstruction of the memorial became the cornerstone of the project. It was aimed at saving 

the memorial and turning it into a site of great historical and cultural value that would meet the top international 
standards. 

The information was distributed to the general public through the press-services of the “ordering 
party”, through the main information partners like VGtrK ( tV programs “Vesti”, “Alexader Sladkov’s Military Program”, 
“ochevidnoe-Neveroyatnoe”/“the obvious yet incredible” etc.), rIA Novosti, “radio rossii”, tV channels “Zvezda” and 
rEN tV, newspapers “Komsomolskaya Pravda” and “Kommersant”; the information about the memorial has also been 
included into the tourist guides and other information leaflets throughout Russia as well as throughout China.

The structural relations have been managed through direct contact, negotiations and presentations 
(e.g. for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of PRC), with the inclusion of expert reports within the printed materials about 
the Project. this was done with the assistance of the russian-Chinese Friendship Society and the International Dalian 
Economic and Cultural Development Association, as well as through the press-services of the “ordering party” and 
inside the ordering party organizations.

The communication with the individuals involved (about several thousand people, from individual 
donators to the war veterans, who were invited to take part in the opening ceremony) has been carried out through 
direct advertisement (limited, in the beginning of the Project, in order to find the interested parties), and then later 
through individual correspondence, including the exchange of documents, materials etc. the communication with 
the experts and business communities has been carried out through the personal meetings and discussions (word-of-
mouth). 
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Results
Asia’s largest memorial of military history, having over 1800 monuments and sculptures, has been rescued 

from the planned “site development” and fully restored, meeting the highest international standards. According 
to the Russian Society of Military History, the Port Arthur Battlefield site is among the top 10 military history museums 
in the world. Further development of the memorial is planned for 2011.

We’ve demonstrated the attention russia pays to its military memorials overseas. on the instruction of the 
President of russia, the State target Program “For the Preservation and reconstruction of Military Grave Sites in 
2011 - 2015”, has been worked out. this Program includes military memorials overseas as well as those on the russian 
territory. Yearly grants for these projects overseas, including reconstruction, certification and studying the 
grave sites, will be raised from 150 mln. RUR to 500 mln. RUR.  

We’ve managed to significantly raise public interest in the historical role that Russia has played in the Far 
East. The day of Japan’s surrender ‘to Russia’ has been put back in the Russian memorial date records as 
the end of the World War II. the President of the russian Federation has attended the opening ceremony of the 
memorial in Port Arthur. this ceremony has become the key event in the celebration of the 65th anniversary of the 
Victory in the East.

this project has demonstrated the will of both russia and China to overcome their negative experiences 
in bilateral relations with one another, and it has become the first large-scale humanitarian project on the non-
governmental level, which has let us work out a joint celebration program for the 65th anniversary of the 
Victory in World War II.  

the Project has stimulated public discussions of the problems that have arisen as a result of  the memorialization 
of the fallen, as well as numerous public initiatives that have formally remained outside the framework of the Project. 
The Russian Embassy in Beijing received several offers from the potential sponsors, who were ready to take part in 
similar military memorial activities. this let us start working on a number of similar memorial restoration projects.

According to “Artifact” DB (www.integrum.ru), documents from 1975 connected with the Project have been 
published despite the information embargo. In 2010 over 1.5 hours of air time on different TV channels had been 
devoted to this Project. It has also become very popular with the bloggers. According to Yandex research, in 2010 
key words associated with the project had been found in 658 blogs. the Project enjoyed their full appreciation and 
support despite the traditionally negative perception of the bloggers community. the small amount of criticism from 
the bloggers focused on the fact that the project had been realized ‘abroad’, while there were still other numerous grave 
sites in russia that remained in a sad plight.
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russiAn MilitAry MeMOriAls OverseAs2.1 

According to the russian Ministry of Defense, the russian and Soviet military grave sites are located on the 
territories of 49 countries. the Ministry of Defense has been carrying out a very complicated task of certifying such 
sites. By 2010, over 15 000 of such grave sites have been certified in the former Soviet republics and about 20 000 
sites are to be certified. About 5 000 have been certified in other countries.  

        the majority of the grave sites date back to the period of the Great Patriotic War. Such memorials are 
located in the Baltic States and in the East-European countries, as well as in other countries, where Soviet and russian 
citizens fought against fascism in foreign regular armies or as a part of foreign guerilla detachments. Such grave sites 
can also be found in the countries where Soviet captives were kept. After the collapse of the USSR, the former republics 
have gained their own statehood and national identity, which has led to the fact that the grave sites of the Soviet 
period are now being perceived as specifically “Russian”.

During World War II about 9 mln. Soviet citizens were buried abroad. But it isn’t a complete list of russian 
military grave sites overseas. the Patriotic War of 1812 – 1814 and previous military expeditions of russian troops in 
Europe and Asia have scarred the land of other countries with russian graves. the most famous memorial of that time 
is, probably, the Stone of Suvorov at St. Gotthard pass representing the wars against the ottoman Empire (there are 5 
to 12 thousand russian soldiers buried on the territory of modern turkey, and about 300 thousand buried in Bulgaria, 
who fell to free the country from the turkish yoke); the 1st World War, the Civil War in Spain and the Anti-Japanese 
War in China 1937 – 1942, where Soviet citizens fought along with international troops; the Finnish war. Khalkhin 
Gol;  The wars in Korea and Vietnam. And finally there was Afghanistan and the so-called “invisible wars”, in which our 
fellow-countrymen took part one way or the other.

The Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are currently working on bilateral agreements with 
China that would allow us to properly maintain military grave sites. By the time the Project started, such agreements 
had been signed by hungary, Germany, Italy, Mongolia, Poland, romania, Slovakia, Finland, Czech republic and Japan. 
China and Latvia joined as the Project was being implemented - twelve countries in total.  Experts are currently working 
on the agreements with ukraine, Lithuania, Estonia, Serbia and turkey. there are almost 50 countries, where there are 
russian military grave sites. the process of bringing these countries on board still has a long way to go.

In addition, through the official approach, we can only provide a minimum of services, and so we cannot 
really make the russian military memorials a substantial part of such a bi-lateral  negotiations, either  cultural or 
historical, given the current regime.  In the future it can be done only by involving all activist organizations and the 
general public in our respective countries. 

MilitAry MeMOriAls As A fActOr Of internAtiOnAl And interculturAl 2.2 
relAtiOns

russian cemeteries, military memorials in particular, are the most deeply-rooted representatives of russia 
within in the history of other nations, as well as often being determinants for the territorial boundries of those countries. 
As such, they direct us, not only into the past but also into the future. the memorials are those “anchors” that maintain 
the high level of intercultural relations between russia and other nations. they can also become the backdrop for the 
strengthening and development of the international reputation of our country. It is not for nothing that the military 
memorials have become a part of “big politics”. They’ve always been drawing the attention of different political forces. 
But in the last 20 years they have turned into an international political battlefield.  The  Monument to the Liberators of 
Tallinn, fighting against the Third Reich, for example, was first blown up by the nationalists back in 1946. In 1998 the first 
President of Estonia Lennart Meri awarded the participants of that attack with the Order of the Eagle Cross for “fighting 
against communism”.

the story of relocating the monument from tallinn downtown tonismagi hill to the outskirts of the city (on 
the resolution of the government of Estonia in April 2007) has become very infamous and provoked a crisis in russian-
Estonian relations. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation has declared in its note of protest, that Russia 
regards these actions as “reinterpreting the role of the Anti-hitler coalition in the Victory over fascism in World War II, 
which is in contradiction,  not only with the standards of international law, but with the simple norms of morality and 
humanitarianism”. Numerous russian politicians have made their statements in the same strain: “the ashes of the soldiers 
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of the great country are sacred for us… when Estonian politicians shake the bones of russian soldiers out, it’s a test… 
we’re being tested, if we do feel like a great country, as the heirs of the national endowment of Great russia. 
We’re being tested to see, if we really can defend ourselves as well, as the blood of russian history”.

A similar intense struggle ensued regarding the monument of the Soviet soldiers-liberators in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, 
better known as “Alyosha”. Back in 1989, there were suggestions that the monument should be dismantled; however 
the government of the country did not approve it. In April 1996, the city Parliament of Plovdiv adopted the decision to 
dismantle “Alyosha”, yet the Supreme Court revoked that decision.

The above mentioned participants and events confirms the role that the Russian military memorials 
overseas have had as instruments of intercultural (public and civil) and international (political and 
institutional) relations.

The attempts of the politicians of the East-European countries to re-write the history of their 
relations with Russia in general, and the history of the period of the Great Patriotic war, in particular, only 
increased the attention that the russian military memorials overseas received. 

over 600 thousand Soviet soldiers fell liberating Poland during the Great Patriotic War. Yet in May 2007, the 
Polish Ministry of Culture initiated a draft on a bill, according to which it should be allowed to dismantle monuments that 
mainly symbolized the “foreign domination” of russia over Poland. this would allow the local authorities to seal the fate of 
the statues, memorial boards and memorial sites. Notably, the leaders of Poland stand on the point of view that all symbols 
of “communist dictatorship” must disappear. Back in 2001, the city council of Katowice adopted the decision to relocate 
the monument to the Soviet soldiers from the city downtown to the military grave site. In February 2007, the citizens 
offered to put a statue of the former President of the United States Ronald Reagan in the place of the monument. Neither 
of the decisions has been put into practice yet for the lack of funding.

under the pressure of the local authorities the ashes and the monument of General Cherniakhovsky (from 
Vilnius),and those of the intelligence officer Kuznetsov (from Lvov) and  others, have been evacuated to Russia to avoid 
desecration. the Monument to the Liberators of riga has been violated repeatedly. In Latvia this has been followed by the 
legal prosecution of those still alive, who served in the red Army. In the meantime, the governments of the Baltic states 
maintain the monuments of the SS soldiers with dramatized care: in Parnu, Estonia, in  Limbazi, Latvia etc. In December 
2009, Georgian authorities have demolished the Memorial of Glory in Kutaisi.

A growing despondence and lethargy in the Baltic region, with regards to historical influences, has de facto 
legitimated common vandalism towards the memorials and graves of the fallen Soviet soldiers. Clear acts of vandalism – 
sanctioned by the state as well as marginal groups – have been recorded in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, ukraine, Moldavia, 
Georgia, Poland, romania, Bulgaria, Germany, France, and hungary.

the Government of russia has faced the necessity to pay more attention to the protection and restoration of 
the Soviet and russian military memorials overseas. the Military-Memorial Center of the Armed Forces of the Ministry of 
Defense has been granted a higher status by the Memorialization Board of the Ministry of Defense; the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs has started coordinating the memorialization restorations with the embassies of the Russian Federation abroad.

 the well-balanced approach – which means attracting civil society in solving these problems, and turning the 
memorials into centers of cultural and historical relations – can make these memorials the background with which russia 
may shape its’ role in the global community.

the important role of civil society in solving such problems has been stressed by the Prime Minister of the 
russian Federation Vladimir Putin. When commenting on the demolition blast of the Monument of Glory in Kutaisi, he 
suggested that the Monument can be rebuilt in the capital city of Russia. He expressed confidence that there are enough 
people in russia, who would sponsor this project from their own funds, and that the representatives of the Georgian 
Diaspora will take active part in it.
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fAr eAst2.3 

the “eastern branch” of our history has constantly been lacking the attention of the State, a reality in which 
has recently become even worse. Suffice it to say that prior there was only one regional festivity planned here, devoted 
to the 65th anniversary of the Victory over fascism. It should have been carried out by the administration of Sakhalin. 
the history of russian military presence in the Far East is still a very “local” topic, mostly evoking the interest of local 
authorities and the general population. this makes the role of civil society in coming onto the scene and helping to 
preserve, restore and develop the memorial complex all that more important. there are russian and Soviet military 
memorials in Vietnam, China, Korea, Mongolia, and Japan. Mostly, those Far-Eastern museums and memorials, built in 
the times of the uSSr, have now fallen into despair.

An exception is the memorial complex opened in December 2009 in Kamran, Vietnam, and dedicated to the 
memory of Soviet, russian and Vietnamese soldiers that gave their lives during the hostilities in this region against 
the united States of America. the opening of the memorial was also tied with the problem of the status of the 
russian military base in Kamran. Memorial sites can naturally be regarded as an instrument of strengthening of military 
cooperation, and, as such, they do not suggest the involvement of the civil society as the crucial factor of their creation 
and development.

Geopolitically, the Pacific theater has historically not been any less important for Russia, than for the United 
States. But the differences between the efforts put to maintain the military and historical memorials and museums in 
this region are drastic.

According to the American Battle Monument Commission that manages the military grave sites, there were 
over 93 thousand American soldiers who had fallen in World War II buried outside the US. This is about one fifth 
of America’s casualties in the war against fascism and militaristic Japan (about 405 thousand people). the military 
cemeteries are being perfectly maintained and visited by approximately 850 thousand Americans every year. these 
memorials are an important means of demonstrating the contribution of the uS in the liberation of several countries. 
the American military cemetery in Nanjing, China, as a point of reference, let the State Department of the uS argue 
that Americans played the most important part in defeating Japan and liberating China. Several museums of World 
War II in China, that demonstrate to the population the historical influence that the USA had on the fate 
of their motherland have received sponsorship by the US. These sponsorships are a very important part of 
the reputation that the US has fostered in China.

russiAn MilitAry MeMOriAl in pOrt Arthur, histOry2.4 

Russia’s long expansion to the East finished in the end of the XIX century, as she reached the Yellow Sea. 
upon signing the Lease Agreement with China on March 15th, 1898, Port Arthur (now Lüshun, PrC) had become 
the main Russian naval base in the Pacific. Consequently, there was the necessity to locate a cemetery there, as well. 
The portent of misfortune came for its justification in January of 1904, when the Japanese navy suddenly attacked a 
Russian squadron remaining in the harbor of Port Arthur. This is how the Russian-Japanese war began. The defense of 
Port Arthur lasted 11 months. During that time the Japanese sustained casualties of 70 thousand, russian casualties 
were 25 thousand.      

the russian-Japanese war ended in 1905. russia was defeated. the Portsmouth Peace treaty was signed 
by russia and Japan in the summer of 1905. under this treaty, Port Arthur and the surrounding territories along wih 
the leasing rights passed to Japan. the long and hard struggle for Port Arthur and the enormous casualties incurred, 
have scarred the memories of both nations. the heroism of the russian soldiers, who defended the city, astonished the 
Japanese that much, that they decided to pay tribute to them and built a memorial at the russian military cemetery in 
Port Arthur. A decision was made to pay tribute equally to the soldiers that fought on both sides. Besides the military 
cemeteries, on the tops of the peaks of the bloodiest battles obelisks have been erected. the Japanese started the 
project as soon as the war was over.

the Japanese brass, high ranking heads of state, as well as those within the senior ranks of the local Japanese 
administration formed the members of the Japanese Society for the Preservation of the Monuments of War. this Society 
had raised great funds among the Japanese population, which were used not only to found the Japanese cemetery, 
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ArrAnGinG A neW ceMetery fOr the defenders, the JApAnese Buried theM MOstly in MAss GrAves. 1908.
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but to properly bury the russian soldiers fallen at the siege of Port Arthur, as well. When organizing the cemetery, the 
Japanese buried the soldiers in the communal graves. on the graves of the soldiers they put heavy crosses of cast iron 
with the inscriptions: “1785 ashes”, “749 ashes”, “1490 ashes”. The crosses on the officers’ graves were made of white 
marble; the numbers on them are somewhat smaller: “the bed of honor 15th ESr 41 ashes”, “the bed of honor 28th ESr 
28 ashes”, “the bed of honor 14th ESR”. In total 48 graves. Letters “ESR” mean “East-Siberian (rifle) Regiment”. Some 
individual graves werealso arranged, where the heroes of the russian defensive were buried – Major General tserpitsky, 
Colonel Iolshin, Lieutenant-Colonel Butusov, Captain Shemetillo and many others.

the opening and consecration ceremony was held in 1908 on the initiative of the “Imperial Japanese 
Government”. It was hosted by the former Port Arthur siege-army commander General Nogi (who himself lost two sons 
and was badly wounded in that siege). the Japanese invited a russian delegation. Lieutenant General of the General 
Staff Chichagov, General Volodchenko, Admiral Matusevich and General Gerngross were the heads of the delegation.

Later on, the russian government joined the memorialization movement. Nickolas II issued an edict to send 
a special commission for arranging the Russian military cemeteries in Manchuria in the former battlefields of the 
Russian-Japanese war. Those monuments deemed adequate for the memorization of heroic deeds accomplished were 
designated to be put up. For this purpose there was founded a Committee under the chairmanship of the grand duchess 
olga Alexandrovna for the Memorialization of russian Soldiers Fallen in 1904 – 1905. the allocated funds were rather 
moderate, thus the monuments couldn’t be compared with those, put up by the Japanese in Port-Arthur and in Korea. 
This fact was very sad and provoked deep concern among the Russian officials. In the end, the treasury spent over 
30 000 gold rubles, which included the donations from Nickolas II and the other members of the royal family. 18 
monuments had been put up in 16 locations. the Commission had been working in Manchuria for 4 years untill World 
War I broke out in 1914, yet the works had still not been finished.

In 1913, on the bottom of the sea the Japanese divers had searched the armor-clad “Petropavlovsk”, in which 
the commander of the Russian squadron in Port Arthur admiral Semyon Makarov and an artist Vasily Vereshagin fell in 
March, 1904. The remains of some unknown sailors have been found on the ship. After the funeral service in the Russian 
church in Dalny the coffins, with their ashes, had been brought to Port Arthur with the guard of honor and buried at 
the russian cemetery. till now we don’t know if admiral Makarov and Vasily Vereshagin were among them. russia was 
represented by the guard of honor led by admiral Yakovlev.

After the end of the Russian-Japanese war all military memorials in Manchuria were under the supervision 
of the russian diplomatic mission and the military administration in Beijing. It lasted till September, 1924, when 
their activity was officially ceased. The further maintenance of the grave sites was laid upon the Soviet ambassador 
in China, but the Soviet embassy distanced itself from the duty. the cemeteries in Port Arthur and in Korea were in 
care of the orthodox eparchy in Dairen, Korea. In 1928, General Mikhail Khanzhin and a group of russian emigrant-
officers founded a Board of Guardians that took the responsibility to preserve and maintain Russian military memorials 
in Manchuria. After the defeat of Japan in 1945, general Khanzhin was arrested and sent to exile in Kazakhstan. The 
Board was abolished.

When theSoviet soldiers and officers that entered Port-Arthur in 1945 went to the Russian cemetery, the 
first initiative they took was to pay tribute to their fellow-countrymen, fallen defending the city in 1904. A witness of 
the events described it for the news-paper “Vo Slavu Rodini” (“To the Glory of the Motherland): “The next day after 
the Japanese surrender, the people of the village, squeezed in by the rocks on one side and the river on the other, 
were startled by an unusual noise. A Soviet tank was moving along the street grinding its tracks. Several soldiers were 
standing behind its turret. they were holding a big roll. the tank division that entered the fortress believed it to be their 
duty to pay the tribute to the graves of their fallen comrades. the Colours of the 21st Armored Brigade of Guards were 
waving next to the Marble Cross – the central monument of the Memorial. In solemn silence they laid a wreath with the 
inscription over the scarlet silk: “to our valiant ancestors from the armor guardsmen and airborne troops, who took 
the city on August 22nd, 1945. Marshals Vasilevsky, Meretskov and Malinovsky were standing bare-headed.” the navy 
guards lost 174 soldiers in active duty. they were buried in the russian cemetery, next to those fallen in Port-Arthur 
in 1904 – 1905.

In 1950 the war in Korea began. In fact, it started as a direct clash between the uSSr and the uSA. to avoid an 
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«Настал день, когда в Порт-Артур пришли сыны 
Макарова, сыны комендоров с Электрического 
утеса. Вот они. Это наши русские матросы. Они 
первыми после сорокалетней разлуки ступили  
на порт-артурскую землю, омытую кровью наших отцов и дедов и 
водрузили военно-морской флаг нашей Родины».

1949. KOreAn WAr herO lt. v.s shOeMAKers. 
1954. n.s Khrushchev, in pOrt Arthur
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all out war between the USSR and the US, the Soviet pilots were quartered in China and wore the PLA uniform. Korean 
pilot Lee hwar shared his account of serving with the Soviet aviators with the correspondent of “Izvestia”: “Soviet 
fighters were accommodated in China, but we worked together in the skies of Korea. Your pilots were very competent 
and fought boldly. I remember the heroes of the Soviet union Kamarenko, Pepelyaev, Stelmakh. unfortunately, some 
of your brave pilots were laid in the bed of honor. they have been buried in Port Arthur.”

After the Korean War, since July 1953 China and Soviet Union had been using the naval base in Port Arthur 
together for almost two years. In 1954, on Stalin Square in Dalny (Dalian) there was erected a great monument to 
the Soviet soldiers-liberators. Its granite foundation served as a tribune at the parades and demonstrations. under 
the tribune there were three halls, where the wreaths were kept. In the beginning of october 1954, Nikita Khrushchev 
decided to give Port Arthur back to PrC, and our countries signed the Agreement on the Withdrawal of the Soviet 
troops. The last soviet echelon left the city in May 1955.

According to the incomplete data, over 17 thousand russian and Soviet citizens (according to some data 
even up to 50 thousand) have been buried in the russian cemetery in Port Arthur during the whole period if its 
existence, incl. (according to the confirmed data):

Participants of the defense of Port Arthur in 1904 – 1905: 14631; ―
Participants of the military actions against militaristic Japan in 1945: 763; ―
Soldiers fallen on duty in the units quartered in Port Arthur in 1946 – 1949: 645; ―
Soldiers fallen in the Korean War in 1950 – 1953: 241 (incl. 107 pilots, 3 of which are  heroes of the Soviet union). ―

today, the total area of the russian cemetery is 4.8 ha, which makes it the biggest military memorial complex 
in Asia. It has over 1850 monuments and sculptures.

In the 1950-ies a Museum of Military history was opened in the centre of Port Arthur. It had a large section 
devoted to the Sino-Soviet friendship. Numerous documents, materials and photographs telling the story of the 
liberation of the city in 1945 and of the Soviet presence in the region were put on exhibition there. In 1999 the 
Museum had all but been forgotten. It had not been rediscovered until now.      

russiAn MilitAry MeMOriAl in pOrt Arthur, pOlitics2.5 

the controversial history of Sino-Soviet relations (incl. such phenomena like “cultural revolution”, irregular 
borders, conflicts in the frontier zone in the end of 1960-ies etc.) was bound to be reflected in the attitudes that the 
Chinese had towards Russian influence, now and then. It naturally affected the fate of the memorials. China’s economic 
growth and the development of big cities influenced the process of transforming of bilateral, cultural, and historical 
relations. Notwithstanding, remaining faithful to respecting the dead (which is typical for the oriental mentality), the 
Chinese authorities started relocating the monuments of Soviet soldiers from the centers of the cities to the outskirts. 
In 1999, the Monument of the Soldiers-Liberators of Dalian from Japanese occupation was relocated from the centre 
of the city (namely, to the cemetery in Lüshun). the other military memorial – the Soviet military cemetery in harbin 
– has also been relocated to the suburb of harbin – huangshan.

The actions of the Chinese government in Dalian were scarcely different from those of the Estonian government 
with respect to the monument on the hill of tonismagi in tallinn. And yet those monuments were in Estonia, ukraine 
and Georgia, countries that shared far more pervasive relations with the Soviet Union. Sadly, There were no significant 
reaction in russian society.

Today, the economic power and influence of China in the world are rising, and “the national 
identity of the great nation is in need of a great history”. The Chinese authorities are unofficially, yet 
consistently, reviewing historical interpretations. The artifacts that evidence the role that the USSR  
played in the formation of Chinese statehood do not comply with this policy. 

the attitude of the Chinese establishment to the russian-Japanese war 1904 – 1905 is a more negative one 
than shared by Russia with regards to their role. It is officially proclaimed a “war between two imperialistic predators”, 
which would only have brought the Chinese nation nothing but misery, whatever the outcome. the fact that russian 
presence in China was not achieved with the help of military force is being ignored, and that the russian, as opposed 
to Soviet, presence there at the time was consistent with nothing more than usurpic occupation. on the contrary, 
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Chinese and russian communities in harbin, Shanghai, Lüshun, Dalian and other cities were neighbors, their cultural 
interaction was very intensive, their ethnic differences did not come into conflict, but rather accommodated each 
other. russians didn’t practice racial segregation or assimilation in China. Quite the opposite, they started educational 
activities and missionary work, built Chinese schools and temples in “russian cities”, which cannot be said about Japan 
that implemented the policy of oppression of the “aboriginal” population in Manchuria with the help of its army. Port 
Arthur was the keystone of Zheltorossia (Yellow russia, by analogy with Belorussia - White russia, Malorossia – Small 
Russia, Velikorossia – Great Russia) – a very popular name in the beginning of XX century, which is naturally no longer 
used – “Kronstadt of the East”, and together with the port of Dalny – a “window to Asia”.

Soviet soldiers in China are called “internationalists”, and the russians, fallen defending Port Arthur, are 
called “invaders”. Hence, the situation at the cemetery in Lüshun reflecting the history of three wars was rather 
awkward: the population and authorities didn’t consider the russian part of the Memorial worth maintaining. only 
the Soviet part, where the graves and monuments were more or less preserved, was regarded as a memorial. the 
larger “russian” part didn’t enjoy the attention of either russians or Chinese and turned into a desolate patch of “dear 
land” away from the Motherland( russian diasporic memorials being regarded as part of russian soil.). But for the 
restoration, the last signs of its existence would have disappeared in a few years from now. the territory was designated 
for a housing development.

The necessity of the reconstruction of the cemetery in Port Arthur was first mentioned in Russia back in 2004, 
when the delegation of the MFA, the MD, Federal Archive Agency and russian State Military historical-Cultural Centre 
visited military grave sites in China. the head of the Memorialization Board of the rF MD Alexandre Kirillin published 
his impressions in “Kommersant”: “I was struck by the ruins of that cemetery. the ranks all around, no graves, the icon 
on the central cross and the monuments are broken. upon getting back to Moscow we contacted our seniors, and they 
appealed to the government.”

Dalian (Dalny), located 60 km away from Lüshun (Port Arthur) is one of the 14 free economic zones of China. 
It has deserved the name of “Northern hong Kong”. It is one of the biggest business centers of the country, China’s 
main port in the North and a big tourist and health resort. At the same time, that is one of the most visited places by 
russian tourists. on a yearly basis over 450 thousand guests from russia come to Dalian (to a large extent due to the 
simplified visa-free exchange – the so-called “group visa” – China has become the main country, where Russian tourists 
go to: over 2 (mil. tours a year). For those of them, who visited Lüshun, the abandoned Russian cemetery was 
a strong indication of the attitudes of Russia and China towards their mutual history.
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The STATe AS The “ordering PArTy” And The non-STATe FundS3.1 

The Project didn’t have a formal ordering party that would offer a contract. But among the organizations 
that determined the essence and the general direction of the works, providing the necessary ideological, legal and 
administrative support and patronage there were:

Memorialization Board of the rF Ministry of Defense  ―
The First Department of the Asian Ministry of Foreign Affairs  ―
Embassy and the Military Attaché Office of Russian Federation in Beijing  ―
Presidential Administration of the russian Federation ―
Commission for countering false revision of russian history (on the last stages of implementing the Project). ―

the reasons that wouldn’t let us to employ the contracts with the state and state funds in the Project were dubious. 

First, it has a formal reason. The Chinese authorities agreed to the restoration of the “Russian” part 
of the Memorial in Port Arthur on certain conditions. According to one of them, only non-governmental 
organizations had the right to sponsor the Project. The official Chinese interpretation of the events from the 
Russian-Japanese conflict implies that both Russia and Japan were the invaders. Using the resources of state, diplomacy, 
or other state institutions, according to the Chinese party, would lead to the contradiction between the official position 
of the Chinese government and the intended purposes of the Project. For the same reason the Chinese party insisted 
on the participation of the relatives of the buried in Port Arthur in the Project and laid restrictions on the coverage 
that the Project would have in Mass Media (!). thus, the Chinese party regarded the Project as solely allowable within 
humanitarian and public domain, which, as it happened, quite complied with the view of the authors of the Project.

Secondly, the amount of money needed for the reconstruction of the Russian cemetery went far 
beyond the budget that could be provided by the State for such kind of works. We had to attract the sponsors. 
that also corresponded to the intentions of the authors to make the Project public and to attract the business community 
to it, as well. Besides, the authors of the Project developed too broad a cultural-informational depository, that couldn’t 
be sponsored by the State for the reason of very limited budget assigned for such purposes.

In october 2007 President Putin signed decree # 1313 “on the representatives of the Ministry of Defense 
overseas, Where there are russian Military Grave Sites”, which became the regulatory system for the Ministry of 
Defense activity in that field (the federal law “On Memorializtion of the Fallen Defending the Fartherland” signed in 
1993 is very general). According to the data from the Ministry of Defense, the Government spends slightly more than 
5 mil. uSD on maintenance and restoration of the military burial sites abroad. Keeping in mind that the reconstruction 
of the Memorial in Port Arthur, alone, cost about 13.5 mil. uSD, it, therefore,  becomes obvious that the State doesn’t 
have enough funds to sponsor such projects.

chAriTy FoundATion “Pokolenie” (“generATion”) AS The execuTive3.2 

Charity foundation “Pokolenie” is a non-commercial organization, created by Andrei Skoch, who used to be 
one of the owners of the oskolsky Electric Metallurgy Plant (now a part of the biggest russian mining and metallurgical 
holding company “Metalloinvest”). In 1999, Andrei Skoch became a single-mandate deputy in the State Duma 
from Belgorodskaya oblast, which he has represented in the Lower house of the Legislative Assembly of the russian 
Federation untill now.

At the same time Andrei Skoch is the President of the charity foundation “Pokolenie”, established in 1996. 
the main source of the income of the foundation are the dividends from “Metalloinvest” that Andrei Skoch was entitled 
to as a shareholder. According to item 2.1. of article 6 of Federal Legislation of the russian Federation “on the Status 
of the Member of the Federation Council and the status of the deputy of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the 
russian Federation”, Andrei Skoch’s shares have been placed into trust.
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the projects implemented by “Pokolenie” include the foundation of the yearly independent literature award 
“Debut”, a car grant program for the veterans of the Great Patriotic War (the cars should have originally been granted 
by the state, but were not distributed for the lack of funds. “Pokolenie” have raised about 12 mln. uSD and have 
granted the veterans 2 000 cars), preparation and publishing such books as “Names on the Soldiers’ tags”, “the Great 
Patriotic: unclassified. The Book of Losses”, opening of the All-Russia “Memory Watch” in Belgorod, etc.

the interests of the Foundation in the problem of construction and restoration of the military memorials 
can be traced back to one of the previous projects. once, “Pokolenie” received a letter from a woman, who lived in 
Belogorodskaya oblast. She wrote that several partisans had been shot on her land at the time of fascist occupation. For 
over 50 years she had been trying to insist on their reburial, yet failed. “Pokolenie” defrayed all expenses and held the 
ceremony of reburial for the partisans’ ashes. that is how Andrei Skoch established relations with the Memorialization 
Board of the Ministry of Defense that later asked the Foundation to participate in the reconstruction of the russian 
military memorials abroad.

After consulting the ordering party and the experts, a list of those memorials was made that needed to be 
taken under greater  patronage than others. the memorial in Port Arthur was chosen as the most “desolate”, the biggest 
in the Far East and crucial for the development of the intercultural relations between russia and its main counteragent 
in the region – China. In 2008, Andrei Skoch’s foundation “Pokolenie” undertook the implementation of the project and 
started the complete restoration and capital improvement of the russian military cemetery in Port Arthur. 

the WOrKinG GrOup 3.3 

the working group of the Project has united representatives of various social entities, state and professional 
organizations and has become an example of an efficient public-private partnership. It united the members and 
employees of “Pokolenie” as well as the members of the Memorialization Board of the MD, the representatives of the 
Embassy of the rF in Beijing, the russian-Chinese Friendship Society, the Korean War Veterans’ Society, the Institute 
for Asian and African Studies, tV channels VGtrK and “Zvezda”, and, of course, the organizations that were in charge 
of the reconstruction works. The Chinese party was represented by the Foreign Affairs’ Office of Dalian.

the coordination of works was carried out by the Vice-president of the foundation “Pokolenie” Kirill Elizarov. 
the members of the working group are presented in the “Authors of the Project” department.
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The mAnAgemenT of The projeCT CAn be deSCrIbed AS pUblIC-governmenT pArTnerShIp. The 
ToP LEAdERS oF ThE RUSSIAn FEdERATIon, SUCh AS ThE PRESIdEnT, MInISTERS, MEMbERS oF 
PARLIAMEnT, VETERAnS’ oRGAnIzATIonS AS WELL AS PRIVATE ChARITAbLE oRGAnIzATIonS, bUSInESS 
oRGAnIzATIonS, MASS MEdIA, VETERAnS And SChoLARS hAVE bEEn InVoLVEd InTo ThE PRoJECT. ThE 
dAY-To-dAY mAnAgemenT hAS been exeCUTed bY The WorkIng groUp InTrodUCed In The ChApTer 
“ThE AUThoRS oF ThE PRoJECT”.
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GoALS AND oBJECtIVES,  tArGEt AuDIENCE 4. 

the GOAls4.1 

the goal of the Project was to turn the military memorial in Port Arthur into a modern tool for promoting the 
reputation of russia and an instrument of public relations and intercultural relations between russia and China. this 
includes the following:

To demonstrate the attention Russia pays to its military memorials abroad, especially after the widely known attempts to  ―
review the role of our country in a history that enabled the turning of a blind eye to the vandalism of russian and Soviet 
monuments.
To raise public awareness and underscore the significance of the historical events in the Far East, especially those of World  ―
War II: to draw attention of the public and emphasize the role of these historical events in forming equal and friendly 
relationships between Russia and China, to confirm the ability and eagerness of both countries to overcome their negative 
perceptions.
to encourage national pride and self-respect in our people through the grateful attitude of those who inherit the memory  ―
of the heroic deeds of their ancestors. to demonstrate to today’s soldiers the attention and responsibility that the State 
should have to the memory of the fallen.
to make the cemetery in Port Arthur culturally and historically interesting and attractive for the visitors from russia as  ―
well as for the citizens of the PrC, especially when we consider the fact that the attitude towards the memory of ones 
ancestors is a tentative issue in China.
to raise funds and promote similar projects among the citizens and sponsors,- projects for turning sites of historical  ―
interest into modern complexes that would become one of the “factors of presence” and strengthen the international 
image of russia through the funding restoration projects and the maintenance of thousands of russian military grave 
sites abroad. 

the OBJectives4.2 

the objectives can be divided into two groups: “technical tasks” and “communication”.
 
the technical tasks include the problem of having to have arranged the process of reconstruction for the 

Russian military memorial in Port Arthur. The construction, financial and administrative aspects involved, are not being 
discussed in this paper, but, in summation, the “communication”, or Public relations involved the above includes the 
following:

to develop good relations with the  ― Chinese party in general, incl. cooperation with the government, provincial 
authorities and authorities of the free economic zone, the municipal governments of Dalian and Lüshun, local contractors, 
and with the population of the cities.
To practically demonstrate the efficiency of private funds and non-governmental management in solving governmental  ―
problems to the so-called “institutional” audience in our country: to the senior management, administration and 
regional authorities, as well as to the experts in different fields, connected with the implementation of the Project. Among 
the later being the military experts, historians, the experts in the field of international relations, cultural exchange, 
cultural history, tourism, business management, etc.
to collaborate with the veterans and the families of the buried with regards to their involvement with the numerous  ―
russian and Soviet military cemeteries overseas. to directly involve those related to those historical events, be they 
relatives or those of fallen comrades, and raise the awareness and activity of these individuals for the defense of this 
project and its historical treasures, and to get their “informed agreement” to the actions of the State in this matter.
to broadcast the historic truths about Port Arthur, and all that they represent in deserving  the full attention of the public  ―
from a historical, patriotic, educational, and civil perspective, to give testimony of russia’s commitment to the fair and 
modern principles of cherishing the memory of the heroic deeds of the past.
to broadcast the information about  ― the non-governmental charitable nature of the Project, its financial transparency 
and the efficiency of the application of funds to the potential sponsors of the projects for historical restoration.  
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tArGet Audience And the MeAns Of interActiOn With it 4.3 

“Russian authorities” and the “Russian population” can undoubtedly be identified as the target audience. But 
communication with them had to be done through, either external regulatory bodies, or their derivative. For example, 
the members of the Project could inform the Presidential Administration of their intentions only in accordance to the 
existing chain of legislature. Such communication could not be very creative, yet was necessary in order for the Project 
to succeed. Any communication with the population was little more than a reflection of these imposed channels. The 
sanctioned Media would then carry out their end of the process by either questioning the authors of the Project (over 
100 interviews with the members of the working group have been published in the top russian mass media), or getting 
the information through the other sources (press-service of the Administration of the President, the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the Ministry of Defense etc.). Overall, the process was less than ideal.

the authors of the Project have been carrying out communications, approaching the following target groups, using 
the following proactive instruments of interaction:

Direct information distribution ―
Negotiations and presentations for the PrC MFA ―
Preparation of all sorts of expert reports ―
Cooperation with the veterans’ organizations in China (through the russian-Chinese Friendship Society and International  ―
Dalian Economic and Cultural Development Association)
A familiarization tour for the Chinese veterans of the World War II, their meeting with the President of the russian  ―
Federation 
Word-of-Mouth communications ―
the government and the society of the former Soviet republics, where there are russian military grave sites. ―
Information distribution to the local mass media through:  ―

Press-services of the russian State institutions engaged in the Project • 
Press-service of the Administration of the President of russian Federation• 
the Project progress tracking by rIA Novosti• 
the Project progress tracking by VGtrK (international broadcast)• 
the Project progress tracking by “Komsomolskaya Pravda” in the former Soviet republics (CIS countries)• 

 regional authorities (mostly of the regions bordering with the PrC) and russian citizens visiting China (mostly from the  ―
regions bordering with PrC as well).
Information distribution through:   ―

the Project progress tracking by rIA Novosti – distributing the information to the regional mass media• 
the Project progress tracking by VGtrK — distributing the information to the regional mass media• 

Press-conference (upon completing the project) ―
Special album on the history of the site and the plans of its reconstruction  ―
General media coverage of the project ―
Inclusion of Port Arthur into the tourist programs throughout the travel agencies in the Far East (Blagoveshchensk,  ―
Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Irkutsk, Chita) (closing stage of the Project)
Chinese party’s tourist guides in the russian language (through the Dalian International Economic and Cultural  ―
Development Association) 
Experts in the related fields of military cooperation, world and military history, international relations, cultural history of  ―
China, tourism ,etc.
Special edition of the tV show “ochevidnoe – Neveroyatnoe”/ “the obvious yet incredible” (also as a generator of public  ―
interest.)
Provisioning of necessary materials for the military editions of the album and editions on military history (upon  ―
request) 
Preparation of a variety of expert reports ―
Special album on the history of the site and the plans of its reconstruction  ―
Presentations of the Projects and distributing the information about it to the managing institutions (administrative  ―
offices, scientific organizations, professional associations)
Press-conference on the web-site of the russian Public relations Association ―
Broadcasting the information through the russian Sinologists’ Association rAS ―
Veterans and families of the fallen and buried abroad, incl. Port Arthur.  ―
Joint project with “Komsomolskaya Pravda” appealing to the families of the soldiers buried in Port Arthur to send their  ―
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stories and photographs for the Project Memorial
Direct advertisement (“Komsomolskaya Pravda”, “Kommersant”, “Vesti” VGtrK) ―
hour long promotional broadcast of the Project on “radio rossii”  ―
Special album on the history of the site and the plans for its reconstruction  ―
Direct correspondence (letters and other more traditional media) ―
A familiarization tour for 150 veterans and their relatives, including a meeting with the President of the russian  ―
Federation. 
the military men of the russian army. ―
Special issue of “Alexander Sladkov’s military program” ―
Distribution the information through the press-service of the rF MD  ―
General coverage of the Project in mass media ―
russian business community and middle class as potential donators for the Project and similar ones. ―
Word-of-Mouth ―
Special meeting of the “Nikotsky club” (a club of businessmen and scholars hosted by MICEX)  ―
Direct advertisement (“Komsomolskaya Pravda”, “Komersant”, “Vesti” VGtrK) ―
Distribution of information to the russian companies connected with China, through the Embassy of the rF in the PrC,  ―
General Consulate in Shanghai and Shenyang, rAS russian Sinologists’ Association.
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INForMAtIoN EMBArGo AND thE SPECIFICS oF thE CoMMuNICAtIoN StrAtEGY. 5. 

The “information” embargo laid by the Chinese party has significantly affected communication for promotion 
and commencement of the Project. the “direct control” of media (if not censorship) is not unusual in China, but in 
our PR-practice that was formed in the post-soviet period it is rather rare to find a project that would encounter such 
restrictions. this makes the “Chinese-russian” experience to the authors of the Project particularly interesting for those 
who would implement communication endeavors in societies with different “cultural codes”.

As it has already been said, notwithstanding the neutral to very tentatively positive attitudes of the Chinese 
government towards the monuments of the soviet epoch; perceptions of the Russian-Japanese War are very different 
between the Chinese and the russians. In the opinion of the former, it was a war of two invaders competing for control 
over China. According to the official Chinese stance, Russia forced the building of the Port Arthur naval base in the 
Kwantung Peninsula upon a weak and polarized imperial China. This perception was not going to be softened when put 
into comparison with Japans presence, who’s activity in Manchuria could scarcely be seen as anything other than the 
occupation of a usurper. Seen more as one common foreign element, both the Soviets and Japanese were elements 
regarded linked circumstance. The actions of the Japanese would only have caused disservice to any Russian influence.  
Therefore, officially Beijing vigorously opposed the glorification of either side.

The official position is reflected on the attitudes of the local population. The majority of the Chinese, with their 
reverence for the ashes of the dead, believe, however, that the soldiers of the imperialistic armies do not deserve a kind 
commemoration with respect to their graves.

Moreover, the political aspects of the situation become even more tentative when we review the fact that 
Lüshun (Port Arthur) is now the biggest navy base in the PrC, which lays additional restrictions in terms of 
security.

Working out an agreement between russia and China on the protection of military grave sites was also very 
complicated, because the principle of reciprocity, usually used in agreements with other countries, could not be applied 
in this case. there are no Chinese military grave sites on russian territory.

As the result of the long years of meticulous work, The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Memorialization 
Board of the Ministry of Defense have managed to transfer the problem to exclusively humanitarian dimensions via 
NGE’s. By 2008, we reached the agreement that the families of the soldiers buried in China could restore the graves, 
monuments and memorials on a “private” level, but not at the expense of the State and not through the efforts of 
the russian Embassy in China. one of the conditions set by the Chinese party was to restore the Memorial without the 
inclusion of distributing the information through mass media, at all (not even in russia!).

the authors of the Project realized that it was impossible to attract people and raise the funds, while 
maintaining information “silence”. the relatives of the soldiers fallen in 1904 – 1905 and 1945 – 1955 were 
unknown and spread all around russia. they could be reached only openly and publicly. that means that just to inform 
the relatives about the opportunity to contribute to the restoration and to get public support for the Project in russia, 
we had to reach just about every russian citizen. the authors of the Project suggested the following idea: to publish the 
information about the fundraising and restoration in the media within the coverage of the forthcoming celebration of 
the 65th Victory Anniversary.

the authors of the Project invoked the experience of joint celebration of the memorable dates for both 
countries. On the first stages of the Project there already was a joint program for the festivities of the 65th anniversary 
in opening diplomatic relationships between China and russia (in 1949 the uSSr recognized the Peoples republic of 
China the next day after it had been declared). Hu Jintao arrived in Russia to celebrate that anniversary. Vladimir Putin 
returned the gesture with a visit to China.

the russian-Chinese talks between the President of russia Dmitry Medvedev and the President of the PrC, hu 
Jintao, in Moscow resulted in a joint declaration. Among others it said that “both sides are determined to work closely 
and provide mutual assistance in arranging such important events as the 65th anniversary of the Victory in World War 
II”. hence, the reconstruction of the Memorial has been covered within the framework of state-to-state 
relations. the representatives of the foundation “Pokolenie” have managed to understand the importance of the Project 
in relation with the state mass media in russia. First, communication was undertaken  with the head of VGtrK oleg 
Dobrodeev and the “Vesti” news crew, who assisted with the full coverage of the Project and all state visits. rIA Novosti 
and “Komsomolskaya Pravda” also helped our team on the first stage of the Project. And finally “Radio Rossii” then joined 
on the close-out stages.
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the restoration works in Port Arthur became the major component within the framework of preparing the joint 
russian-Chinese program for the celebration of the 65th anniversary of Victory in the World War II.  thus, following the 
decision of the “Victory” Russian organizing committee headed by the President of Russia, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
was authorized to work out the agenda of the opening ceremony of the Memorial in Port Arthur being presided over 
by russian and Chinese heads of state by February 1, 2010. The Project remained non-governmental in terms of 
structure and sponsorship yet has acquired the status of the state project in terms of its significance.

the Presidential Administration considered having the opening of the Memorial presided over by the President 
of russia, as a reminder to the global community about the inviolable outcomes of the war in reinforcement of russia’s 
global position. 

In terms of practical politics for Russia that would first and foremost mean yet another response to the 
territorial claims of Japan on the Kuril Islands, for China it would also be illicit a response with regards to its position on 
the territorial dispute with Japan on two Senkaku Islands. (the dispute exacerbated, at the time of preparation of the 
celebration program, when a Chinese trawler collided with a Japanese coastguard patrol vessel. the Chinese captain and 
the crew were arrested by the Japanese border patrol. the crew was released, yet the captain’s detention was extended. 
Beijing even declared that they would suspend some official contacts with Tokyo).

to emphasize the territorial rights of russia, the Presidential Administration has mapped out the route of the 
Russian delegation headed by the President: Dalian (Port Arthur) – Beijing (Russian Cultural Centre) – Shanghai (EXPO 
- 2010) – South Sakhalin (that retroceded to russia in 1945) – Kuril Islands. the timeline of the reconstruction of the 
Memorial in Port Arthur were coordinated with the schedule of the delegation and with the dates of the festivities in 
honor of the 65th anniversary of Victory.

the peculiarities of the business approachs of our foreign partners manifested themselves in the relations 
with the local authorities of the Dalian Free Economic Zone, with the municipal government and the contractors. the 
authors of the Project have faced such a significant overpricing, that they got the impression that the local authorities 
might  have been deliberately trying to make the Project as expensive as possible in order to discourage the russians 
from restoring anything else, and to spare the Chinese society any talks about the russian military grave sites in the 
future. the authors of the Project have found a strategic solution. they invited the experts on Sinology, russian scholars 
from IAAS MSu, to take part in the Project untill its completion. Notably, academic Vladimir Myasnikov (President of the 
Association of Sinologists of rAS, IAAS professor) participated in the negotiations with the Chinese party. the experts 
assumed that the financial appetites might have been the way to solve the political problem, which couldn’t be solved 
directly, because the Chinese party wouldn’t like to “lose face”. the assistance of sinologists let us lower the expenses 
at about 3 mil. uSD.
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As it has already been said, by the beginning of the Project the Chinese party had agreed that the reconstruction 
would be implemented by the charity foundation “Pokolenie”, which would collect individual donations and donations 
from other companies, but would not use one ruble from the government.

on the grounds of this agreement, the representatives of the foundation participated in the 5th round of 
consultations on the military-memorial subject between rF MFA, rF MD and PrC MFA in Beijing in April, 2008. rF MFA 
introduced the foundation “Pokolenie” as a charity organization authorized to sponsor the reconstruction works in Port 
Arthur and to carry out independent negotiations. the Chinese party recommended a corresponding non-government 
organization – International Dalian Economic and Cultural Development Association. thus, it was quite easy to 
make the Project non-governmental… with the help of the administrative institutions: the “go-ahead” 
command was given from Moscow from the beijing level.   

The foundation representatives left for Dalian immediately and started discussing the approximate scope of 
work, the terms of work of the russian restorers and the approximate cost of the Chinese contractors’ services. 

there are over 300 kinds of monuments in the military cemetery of Port Arthur. the Chinese party saw the 
“restoration” as the “unification” of all of them: they suggested that instead of restoring the old monuments, there 
should be installed identical headstones “like in America”. the russian approach meant scrupulous restoring of each 
monument using original materials where possible. We have involved a group of the best russian restorers guided by 
an architect ,olga Chyuzhikova, and experts from the State restoration research Institute.     

During the negotiations on the future agreement and the terms of the restoration, the significance of the 
restoration in Port Arthur was discussed on the federal tV channel “russia” in the weekly program by Sergei Kapitsa 
“the obvious Yet Incredible”. the guests of the program – the head of the Memorialization Board of the Ministry of 
Defense, Major General Alexander Kirillin, and Andrei Skoch. They  discussed the significance that the restoration of 
the Memorial has had for russian history, and the details of future restorations in terms of the impact they would have 
onvthe public and humanitarian aspects of international relations. Prof. Kapitsa also invited the guests to take part in 
the meeting of the “Nikitsky club” (a club of scholars and businessmen hosted by MICEX), of which he is the President. 
At the meeting they discussed the options for private business and for the families of the buried soldiers to participate 
in the restoration of the Memorial in Port Arthur and other memorials abroad. they also compared the situations with 
the military memorials to those in Eastern Europe and in the Far East. After the broadcast of this program and a detailed 
article in “Komsomolskaya Pravda” that followed, the foundation began receiving numerous letters from relatives, 
simple viewers and readers. the majority of the respondents, not only appreciated the initiative of the reconstruction, 
but offered their donations, as well.

In the fall of 2008, the approximate terms of the Project were coordinated with the Chinese party. By that 
time, the authors of the Project were sure that the russian people needed this Project, and that it would enjoy the 
support of both the common citizens and the elite. Also we were sure that, due to the russian restorers, the Memorial 
would be reconstructed with historical accuracy. The President of “Pokolenie” foundation, Andrei Skoch left for China 
to attend the official ceremony for the signing of the contract with the Chinese party.

A curious thing happened at that meeting. During the unofficial part one of the meeting Andrei was shown 
a picture of Dmitry Medvedev visiting the Memorial in Port Arthur. the picture was taken in 2006, when the First vice 
Premier Minister of the russian Government was paying a private visit to China. the russian delegation was very much 
surprised. It turned out that the current President of russia had seen the poor condition of the Memorial and knew how 
much work needed to be done by the restorers. the authors of the Project got an idea to present the Project directly to 
the President, which was later done by the representatives of the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
at the meeting of the “Victory” organizational Committee, headed by the President himself.

upon signing the contract, the restorers began preparing for the research. A responsible approach to the 
restoration, of course, implied a preliminary observation of the site, which would allow them to understand how the site 
gets affected by the change of seasons, ground waters, changing of flora, etc. Hence, while preparing the general plan 
of the restoration, the specialists devoted the end of 2008, and almost all of 2009, to the professional research.
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In the end of 2008, the tV channel “russia” broadcasted a special issue of “the Military Program by Alexander 
Sladkov” devoted to Port Arthur and the Project for the restoration of the Memorial. Alexander Sladkov, accompanied 
by Andrei Skoch, visited the russian cemetery. In fact, that was the only “free” visit to the Memorial by an EnG 
crew from 1955 till now, because since the Soviet troops left Port Arthur, China banned the journalists’ admission to 
the territory of the Memorial. We managed to arrange the journalists’ access only by September 2009.

20096.2 

In the second quarter of 2009, when the approximate time needed for the restoration became clear, we opened a 
special account in “Sberbank” for the donations. Before the fall, all information about the fundraising had been distributed 
mainly through the personal connections each participant had in the business community. In autumn, when the general 
plan of the reconstruction was ready, the authors of the Project placed ads in “Komsomolskaya Pravda”, “Kommersant” 
and on VGtrK in “Vesti” news-program, thus covering not only russia, but the CIS countries, as well.

to be honest: the private donations could not have covered the costs. But the other two results of those 
publications, which made advertisement a subordinate element in the management of public relations, were much 
more important for the authors of the Project. First, the fact, that the citizens would make a contribution. the 
majority of individual donations didn’t exceed 100 rubles per person, but there were over 5 000 of them. Second, the 
advertisement gave us something much more valuable – the feedback. We’ve found the relatives of the soldiers buried 
in Port Arthur of all the combat veterans in the Far East; we’ve received documents, photographs and memoirs of the 
participants in the military actions.

the group of military historians, engaged in the project to work with historic materials, (led by Alexander 
Koval - one of the leading russian scholars who has studied the history of Port Arthur for almost 30 years) has collected 
a unique archive of relics from Port Arthur spanning all three wars.   

Later, those materials became the essential part of the exhibition, which was presented at the opening 
ceremony of the Memorial. they also became the background of a number of special editions, devoted to Port Arthur. 
In particular, in the fall of 2009, an album was published, “the Project of the restoration Works at the russian and 
Soviet Soldiers Memorial in Port Arthur” that cited the condition of the monuments before restoration and supplied 
documents and comments that revealed the historical significance of each. This album has become the historical-
cultural presentation of the Memorial and of the restoration plan. It was distributed mainly in the institutions (in the 
administration among the experts and office authorities) and in the business community (published only in Russian). It 
helped make presentation of the Project at meetings very explicit.

historical materials, collected by Alexander Koval in the course of his correspondence with the veterans and 
relatives of the participants at the hostilities in the Far East, let the Project expand beyond the “technical” restoration 
and turn the Russian cemetery in Port Arthur into an efficient source of patriotic reference as a backdrop for developing 
cultural-historical relations.

In August 2009, the Kremlin Chief of Staff (who is also the Chairman of the Commission for countering false 
revision of  russian history), Sergei Naryshkin said: “the historical truth, whatever it is, should be found in the original 
sources. The broad introduction of new, including unclassified, documents for investigative use is an efficient method 
for countering the falsification of history.”

In the spring of 2009, we’ve found out that the “Victory” organizational committee’s program for the 
celebration of the 65th anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic war had only one(!) festivity  in the Far East – on 
Sakhalin island.

therefore, the former Commander-in-Chief of the Far East military district, a legend in the time of  Soviet 
union, Armor troops Marshal oleg Losik and the veterans of the 39th Army’s ( red Army) battles in the Far East asked 
President Dmitry Medvedev (as the Chairman of “Victory” roC) to include the opening ceremony in Port Arthur into the 
program. At the same time, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggested the participation of the leaders of the country in 
the opening ceremony.
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At the round table discussions in “Victory” ROC, veterans quite unexpectedly raised the question of September 
3rd as being the actual date of the end of World War II, that had undeservingly been forgotten. Very few 
people remembered that back in 1946 the uSSr celebrated two dates: May 9th and September 3rd. Both were national 
holidays. Moreover, it turned out that nobody had cancelled either of the decrees by Council of Ministers, citing 
the official end of the war. But It is understandable why September 3rd vanished from the memorial dates’ records. 
Celebrating this victory at the time of the Korean and Cold wars was “politically wrong”. the world saw the ‘Allied’ 
triumph as achieved mainly by the potential Soviet enemy – the united States, not as a result of the Soviet defeat of 
the Kwantung army, later in the same year. (By the quantity of killed and captured Japanese soldiers this defeat exceeds 
all American achievements since 1941). That date became even ‘less’ “memorable” after complications in the relations 
with China arose, which even resulted in a military confrontation (border conflict on Damansky Island in March, 1969). 
Under this umbrella of competition and conflict September 3rd would become lost issue. But after normalization of 
political tensions 65 years later all these problems were no longer as acute. Therefore, veterans have offered to put the 
actual end of World War II back in the memorial dated records of Russia.

this suggestion was approved by the representatives of rF MFA, MD, the State Duma and “Victory” roC. Later 
this subject was discussed in the framework of the visit of the Chinese delegation to the State Duma and hu Jintao’s 
visit to russia. the russian party informed the Chinese party about the decision to put September 3rd back in the 
records and suggested that the opening ceremony of the Memorial at Port Arthur in September, 2010 should coincide 
with the 65th anniversary of the liberation of North-East China (Manchuria) by the Soviet troops. that would allow us 
to neatly band all these elements together into one narrative, giving further historical longevity to the memorial and 
to russian military history.

the Chinese party suggested that to celebrate another country’s memorial on Chinese territory should be 
done very cautiously, and laid down a condition (quite expectedly), that the official delegation should visit and hold 
the ceremony only at the Soviet side of the cemetery,  and only in the context of World War II, not even  mentioning 
the history of the “russian – Japanese occupation” of China.

During the complicated negotiations in the political stratosphere the russian restorers started the detailed 
exploration and studying of the memorial. they had discovered that the names of the Soviet soldiers fallen in the 
Korean War were absent from the last edition of the “Memory Book” (published by “Patriot” in 1999). We’ve found 
out that the total number of the buried exceeded the figures published before. Unfortunately, in addition to the decay 
caused by time there was also evidence of vandalism found, likely caused by the locals. 

In the beginning of July, in Beijing, there were consultations held between rF MFA and PrC MFA on the 
informational coverage of the reconstruction in Port Arthur through the mass media. However, the sides didn’t find a 
solution as to how best provide the journalists’ access to the memorial (note, that Lüshun is a PrC navy base). thus, 
when the VGTRK Beijing office’s ENG crew tried to make an outside broadcast featuring the Memorial on August 23rd, 
they were cut off. The RF Embassy in Beijing received a note from PRC MFA, and the International Dalian Economic 
and Culture Development Association told the foundation that the terms of the agreement on the Project would be 
“revised” if there was another attempt by russian mass media to enter the site without clear agreements between rF 
MFA and PrC MFA.

As the result of the long process of negotiating, the parties agreed that shooting at the site would be allowed 
only after September 2009 and only if the camera man and the reporter would be a part of the official group 
of Russian restorers. The Russian party could shoot the “process of restoration” and the Chinese party 
agreed “not to notice”, if the restorers appear in the picture. But of course, nothing more.  In addition, any 
media taken could only be done for the informational purposes and the archives of the foundation. No “propaganda”. 
Hence, until the opening ceremony the journalists were formally legalized as the members of the official group of 
russian restorers. 

Subsequent to the results of the research in the fall of 2009, a general plan for the restoration of the military 
memorial in Port Arthur was worked out. It was presented to the Memorialization Board of the MD and to the Defense 
Minister Sergei Serdyukov, who informed the rF President about the state of things at the Memorial. We had received a 
preliminary approval from the President to visit the opening ceremony. the authors of the Project assumed that the visit 
back in 2006 by Dmitry Medvedev (the fact that he saw the cemetery “before the restoration”) had played its part. 

In December 2009, on “Radio Russia” there was an hour of questions and answers about the Project and the 
history of Port Arthur in general. The Vice President of the “Pokolenie” foundation Kirill Elizarov answered the questions 
from the radio listeners (over 100 questions were received). 
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In January and February of 2010, over 3000 architectural-engineering documents, maquettes, drawings 
and site plans were translated from russian into Chinese. A large group of translators from the MSu Institute for Asian 
and African Studies, composed of professors and doctorate students, was engaged with the Project. In March, those 
materials were forwarded to the Chinese party.

upon having sent the documents, the foundation’s representatives and the members of the restoration group 
left for China to make sure that the translations were clear and that there was no misunderstanding. Construction blue 
prints are very different in China than from Russia, thus sometimes – also keeping Asian mentality in mind – materials’ 
work methods and other technical details must be “discussed” precisely.

As said, the approach to the restoration itself is different as well. The Chinese understand the restoration 
as the complete demolition of the existing piece of architecture with the building of modern copy of it in its place. 
Admittedly, this is sometimes the case in some russian cities as well. But it was absolutely unacceptable for the 
authors of the Project. Each and every monument needed to be restored by hand and properly. the labor intensity 
and the costs rose dramatically. the Project started in 2008 at the appraised value of 1.5 – 2 mil. uSD, but the 
detailed calculations announced by the contractors exceeded 15 mil. uSD. having studied the presented cost sheets, 
the authors of the Project found many interesting details. For example, the cost of the hand labor of a Chinese 
worker was estimated based on American wages. 

the authors of the Project asked the head of the russian Sinologists Association prof. Vl. Myasnikov to join 
the negotiations. He managed to gain the support of certain local officials, whose careers might have been dramatically 
influenced by the success of the Project, which by then had become of international significance, while remaining non-
governmental de jure. As a result,  negotiations were switched onto a positive track and the demands of the Chinese 
contractors have been reduced to 12 mln. uSD. Moreover, the Chinese party agreed to start the works without 
a deposit, which was an unprecedented case for China, where all works start only upon receiving a 90% 
advance payment!          

the publicity the memorial restoration project gained in russia, and the promised participation of the top 
leaders of the State in the opening ceremony, made it the key event in the celebration program of the 65th anniversary 
of Victory. In the beginning of 2010, it became clear to either institutions outside of the organizing party and the 
executives. related ministries and public organizations began to demonstrate their interest in the development of 
the Project. RPRA offered to hold an on-line press-conference on the course of the Project. Religious organizations 
suggested that the representatives of the Muslim and Judaism communities should be invited to the opening ceremony 
as well as the Orthodox priests. They also offered to put the so-called Port Arthur icon of the Triumph of the Most Holy 
theotokos at the Memorial. In March, the rF Minister of regional Development Viktor Basargin arrived to Dalian for 
a monitoring visit. Such attention confirmed that the RF President’s promise to be at the opening ceremony would 
be kept. the Chinese leader hu Jintao visited Moscow on May 9th, and a reciprocal visit to China in September 2010 
became a part of the official schedule of the RF President. On July 2nd, 2010, the proposal for granting the memorial 
date status as being for the end of the World War II was submitted to a vote in the State Duma and approved. three 
weeks later, Dmitry Medvedev signed a Federal law introducing the changes to article 11 of the law “on the Days 
of Military Glory (Victory Days) of russia” and proclaimed a new memorial date for russia – the End of the World 
War II – September 2nd.(Why not September 3rd? Because the world celebrates it on September 2nd. When in the 
foggy morning the Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs Shigemitsu Mamoru, along with General Umezu Yoshijiro, were 
mounting the deck of the uSS Missouri to sign the instrument of surrender, it was still the evening of September 2nd 
in the uS, and this date is written in the Japanese Instrument of Surrender).

Starting April 2010, the large-scale restoration works began at the memorial site, and the bulk of it was 
completed by the end of July. on August 6th, in Life-giving trinity Church on Vorobyovy Gory (Sparrow hills) in Moscow 
a consecration ceremony was held for the mosaic icon of St. Nicolas the Wonderworker, which was then sent to China 
and inlaid into the body of the Great Poklonny Cross (the Cross of respectful Salutation) at the Memorial instead of 
the icon broken by the vandals at the time of “Cultural revolution”, from which it came. the representatives of the 
Memorialization Board of MD, rF MFA and public organizations were at the ceremony. on August 28, the foundation 
gave full approval of all restoration works at the Memorial.
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on September 2nd, in Moscow there was a press-conference held that presented the completed project for 
the restoration in Port Arthur. rF Ministry of Defense, the restorers, the rAS sinologists, the russian-Chinese Friendship 
Society reported the completion of the Project and presented a new memorial date to the general public.

the opening ceremony of the Memorial was scheduled for the end of September. A special “advance party” 
of the Presidential Administration, rF MFA and rF MD visited China in order to put the ceremony on the rF President’s 
official schedule.

the “public nature” of the Project created the necessity for the participation of veterans from the Great 
Patriotic and Korean Wars, and descendents of the defenders of Port Arthur in the opening ceremony. respectively, 
the foundation “Pokolenie” arranged a special flight and accommodation for 150 veterans and relatives of the soldiers 
buried in Port Arthur. It also provided the doctors with all necessary equipment. ( Many of those attending were in need 
long term medical assistance.) the Chinese party invited the veterans of the Liberation of North-East China and of the 
Korean War.

on September 26th, in the framework of the official state visit to China RF President Dmitry Medvedev 
attended the restored Memorial and officially opened it. The president also met with Russian and Chinese veterans. At 
the meeting he emphasized that it is very important not to allow the perversion of history: “together we should take 
care of the memory of the succeeding generations, not allowing for any falsification of historical events. We should 
contend for the truth about that war, especially when we consider that there are forces trying to corrupt this historical 
truth.” 

Anything that might remotely suggest, even indirectly, the role that russia and the uSSr played in the 
formation of statehood for the PrC, prevented hu Jintao to take part in the opening ceremony. In informal conversations 
the Chinese party expressed their disquiet over the possibility that the Russian leader might have attended the Russian 
part of the Memorial, where the soldiers of the russian – Japanese war are buried, as well. therefore, the Chinese 
leader preferred to meet the rF President the next day in Beijing. the Chinese party tried to reinvigorate their strict 
distinctions betweenthe Soviet and russian parts of the Memorial. For instance, the night before the opening ceremony 
hundreds of planters with Abies appeared at the memorial standing closely to each other and dividing the cemetery 
into two parts. In his speech at the meeting with the veterans, Dmitry Medvedev openly acknowledged that russia and 
China are at odds over certain historical interpretations, but that Project should stillserve a background for smoothing 
out the differences. “During the visit of the PRC President to Moscow in May and during my visit to Beijing there had 
been, and still are to be discussed, the declarations on our evaluation of the events of that time.”

 Dmitry Medvedev’s participation in the opening ceremony at the military cemetery in Port Arthur drew the 
attention of the russian and CIS ’ mass media. In terms of the mission and the background of the Project, it is also 
important that journalists from Estonia, Japan, Finland and the uSA have also asked for accreditation.                            

the interests of the international mass media for the Project was stimulated not only by the restoration itself 
and the opening ceremony, but by the position of Russia in Russian-Japanese relations. After visiting Dalian, Beijing 
and Shanghai, the rF President was going to Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands. on September 27th, 2010 mass media 
announced these plans. the very same day at his press-conference the Japanese Prime-Minister Naoto Kan emphasized, 
that the position of tokyo regarding the Kuril problem “remained unchanged”. on September 29th the Japanese 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Seiji Maehara said that “Dmitry Medvedev’s trip to our Northern Territories can directly affect 
the relations between the two countries”. the Japanese Government Press-Secretary Yoshito Sengoku said that Japan 
had asked the russian President to refuse the invitation to visit the islands. According to Mr. Sengoku, “tokyo has let 
Moscow know their point of view.” Dmitry Medvedev’s trip was cancelled…

… but only due to below zero weather. the rF President ‘did’visit the Kuril Islands on November 1st. his 
visit to Kunashir provoked a strident reaction from Japan, but it did help in solving important domestic problems and 
reaching international objectives. In fact, taking part in the opening ceremony of the memorial (where 80% of the 
buried are soldiers of the russian-Japanese war), and the adjoining trip to the Kuril Islands have demonstrated that 
russia remembers the attack of Port Arthur and is proud of its defenders to this day. that we remember the humiliating 
defeat in 1905 and are proud of our soldiers, who restored justice in 1945. the “ancestor line” is being held and will 
be held by the descendents. When commenting on the indignation of the Japanese authorities, the rF MFA had every 
reason to declare: “this is our land, and the russian President visited russian land, russian territory, russian region.”       
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The opening of the completely restored Memorial by the RF President signified the end of the Project. The 
Memorial will remain on the balance sheets of the International Dalian Economic and Culture Development Association 
and the pool of building organizations till August 2011. this is when the contractor’s guarantee expires. If the joint 
commission of the foundation and the Russian Embassy in PRC gives the joint confirmation for the quality of the work 
in spring – summer 2011, the Chinese party will receive the final payment.  By that time, the RF and the PRC Ministries 
of Foreign Affairs should define the exact status of the Memorial in China and the party responsible for its qualitative 
exploitation.  

In December 2010 a consecrated copy of the icon known as the Port Arthur icon of triumph of the Most holy 
theotokos was put in the “russian chapel” at the Memorial. the history of this icon is very symbolic. According to the 
legend, in December 1903 an aged sailor who was one of the last defenders of Sevastopol during the Crimean War 
came to the city of Kiev to pray before the holy relics of the Lavra of the Caves. one night some strange noise woke the 
old man up and he saw the theotokos with angels around her, among them the Archangel Michael and the Archangel 
Gabriel. the theotokos was standing upon two discarded and broken swords on the shore of a bay, with her back turned 
to the water. She was holding a white aer with blue fringe, upon which was an Image of the Savior, “Not-Made-By-
hands.” Angels in the clouds of blinding light were holding a crown above her head and the Lord of Sabaoth was sitting 
still higher on the throne of glory, encircled with the blinding radiance.

the old man was moved and experienced the uttermost awe, but the theotokos comforted him and said, 
“Russia will soon be involved in a very difficult war on the shores of a far sea; many a woe is awaiting her. Paint an 
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icon showing my appearance as it is now and send the icon to Port Arthur. If the icon is in that city, orthodoxy will 
triumph over paganism and russian warriors will attain my help, my patronage, and their victory.” the blinding light 
filled his room and the vision disappeared. Unfortunately, the icon was never delivered to Port Arthur. In 2003, an 
iconographer Mikhail osipenko made a copy of the icon, and the copy was put into the Church of Port Arthur Mother 
of God in Vladivostok. After over a century, the icon has finally found its place in Port Arthur patronizing the fallen in 
three wars and signifying the succession of the heroism and the historical unity of the “russian” and “Soviet” parts of 
the Memorial. 

there is an exhibition based on the artistic photo session at the Memorial. It is planned to be arranged, also, 
in Moscow, Beijing and New York in 2011, as well. the pictures were shot by a number of enthusiasts at the Memorial 
in September 2010.  they took reference from the letters and were dedicated to the soldiers’ wives, brides, girlfriends 
and mothers, whose heroic deeds, grief and sorrow usually stay in the shadow of the feat of arms. the authors tell us 
about their pain, their joy and hopes. the artistic concept is also meant for the young additionally implying the display 
of the Memorial as an art-object, which should help attract the attention of those, who, to say the least, don’t show 
much interest to the traditional “genres” of “patriotic education”. the military memorial in Port Arthur is becoming a 
modern instrument of communications, not only between cultures, but between generations.

In the spring of 2011, the RF Ministry of Foreign Affairs and RF Ministry of Defense should determine the 
fate of the historic exhibition, which had its’ full purpose realized only within the events and framework of the opening 
ceremony. By that time, at the Memorial there should also have been installed a memorial board with the names of all 
who donated to the restoration, engraved on it.
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recOnstructiOn Of the MeMOriAl7.1 

russian and Soviet parts of the Memorial in Port Arthur (now Lüshun, PrC), previously desolate, have been 
tidied and restored. It is Asia’s largest memorial of military history having over 1800 monuments and 
sculptures that had been rescued from the planned “site development” and fully reconstructed, meeting 
the highest of international standards.

the Project has stimulated a public discussion about the problems involved in the memorialization for the 
fallen and numerous public initiatives that have formally remained outside the framework of the Project. the russian 
Embassy in Beijing received several offers from the potential sponsors, who were ready to take part in other military 
memorial projects. this has allowed us to start working on a number of similar memorial restoration projects.

MAin GOAls And MAin results7.2 

the “Implementing of the Project” chapter gives the details about the role the Project played as an 
instrument of practical politics and about the consequences as well for international relations, with Japan in particular, 
ithas triggered, as well. hence, there can be no exaggeration in saying that we’ve surpassed the target reactions 
in demonstrating the attention Russia pays to its military memorials overseas, even amid the well known 
attempts to demonize the role that our country has played in world history. In these terms, it’s important to consider 
the often limited perceptions of Russia from media in other countries, where negative attitudes to the Russian and 
Soviet monuments of history are common.

 Not with standing negative perceptions, the project has solicited the intended responses. on the instruction 
of the President of russia, in September 2010, the Ministry of Defense worked out and presented to the Government 
a project for the State target Program “For the Preservation and reconstruction of the Military Grave Sites in 2011 - 
2015”, which includes both overseas and domestic memorials. Yearly grants for the military-historical projects overseas, 
including reconstruction, certification and studying the grave sites, will be raised from 150 mil. RUR to 500 mil. RUR.

the involvement of the rF President with the Project and the turning of the opening ceremony into an event 
of public and political significance have dramatically raised public interest in  Far Eastern and Russian history 
(the feedback we’ve received along with that from mass media participation prove this). the fact that the Project has 
become a key event of the joint program for the Victory anniversary celebration, as well as having the date of the end 
of World War II put back in the memorial dates’ records of Russia, together, confirms the growing of importance of this 
subject and of the long overdue attention that has been drawn to it. 

this project ,indeed, has demonstrated the will of both russia and China to overcome their negative experiences 
in bilateral relations, and while showing how difficult this transition actually is. The Project has become an example 
of a new pattern of relations between the two countries on a non-governmental level. In fact, this very Project has 
started humanitarian cooperation between russia and China. the leading russian expert on Sinology, a member of rAS 
Vladimir Myasnikov has recently said: “Moscow has recently hosted the russian-Chinese Economic Forum, where both 
Prime Ministers Vladimir Putin and Wen Jiabao emphasized the importance in the other countries mutual development. 
this is a great goal. But there are other, not any less important objectives within our humanitarian goals. I would call 
them the questions of soul pain. If we learn to heal these pains together, it would be a great achievement.” 
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the Project has received the gratitude from the descendents and inheritors of the heroic deeds of their 
ancestors, it has demonstrated how the state has come to realized the importance of how giving attention to the 
memory of the fallen can, yes even to this day, inspire such levels of volunteerism and patriotism. We attribute these 
results in the first place to the attention given by the war veterans and their families, and, to the military men to which 
the Project has been devoted. The quality of the responses is shown by the number of the individual donators, the 
amount of the artifacts received, the interest of the audience at the press-events held by the authors of the Project, as 
well as certain initiatives taken by the veterans’ organizations and military units that were motivated by the Project. 
the latter, for example, the special parliamentary hearings in the Veterans Committee of the State Duma in June 2010, 
as well as the previously mentioned initiative of setting back the grave site memorial dates to coincide with those for 
World War II, as well as other public initiatives that formally remained outside the framework of the Project.  

The fact that according to the Russian Society of Military History the Port Arthur Battlefield site is now 
among the top 10 museums of military history in the world (along with the Imperial War Museum in London, the tank 
Museum in Bovington, Shaolin monastery and other famous historic military sites - the rating is based on the number 
of bookings by the tourist agencies, on the number and quality of the exhibit items, and on other criteria) proves, that 
the military cemetery in Port Arthur is becoming culturally and historically relevant for visitors from russia as well as 
for the citizens of the PrC. the Dalian Administration has already revised their tourist routes adding the Memorial into 
their tourist leaflets.

We’ve managed to increase the fundraising. According to the First Secretary of the russian Embassy in PrC 
Vladimir Kozhemyaka, after the opening ceremony the Embassy received dozens of offers from the representatives of 
the russian business community and NGos, who would like to patronize similar projects in China. over 12 000 Soviet 
soldiers and officers have fallen in action for the liberation of the North-East China. Many grave sites need care. In 
the nearest future, the Embassy is planning to form a pool of the russian business organizations to restore another 
cemetery in Dalian, where the graves of the Soviet soldiers are the majority (90%). “Transneft” that opened the “East 
Siberia – Pacific Ocean” oil pipeline in 2010 is expected to become one of the main members of the pool.      
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MAss cOMMunicAtiOn results7.3 

Before discussing the results the project has held in mass media, we have to emphasize three major points. 
First, that the terms of the information embargo have been fulfilled (see the chapter “Information Embargo and the 
Specifics of Communication Strategy”).

Second, we are going to discuss the results in MASS media, and therefore the tools of direct cooperation 
with certain target groups (from meetings and presentations to the direct correspondence with veterans and relatives) 
do not belong here. the direct advertisement (a series of announcements about the beginning of fundraising) played 
secondary role in the Project. It generated the feedback and triggered the media information enquiry. It is not being 
discussed here either.

Third, the information about the Project has been distributed by the ordering party and administration offices 
engaged in it, by the presidential administration and other sources, as well as by the executives.  

According to “Artifact” DB (www.integrum.ru), 1975 documents connected with the Project have been 
published in federal printed and Internet media in Russia. This has been the result of online requests for the key word 
“Port Arthur” with some refining (such as “memorial”, “cemetery”, “burial site” etc.). The larger portion of them has 
naturally been connected with the close-out stage of the reconstruction and the opening ceremony led by the President 
of the Russian Federation during his official visit to the PRC.  In the accessible mass media archives TV and radio are 
presented anarchically, which suffice it to say, that in September 2010 the federal TV channels 1TV ORT, VGTRK (“Russia 
1” and “Vesti 24”), NtV, rEN-tV and “Zvezda” devoted over 1.5 hours of air time to Port Arthur.

On the chart below you can see the quarterly dynamics of the Project covering and the major mass media 
interest drivers. Before the Project was launched in the end of 2007 to the beginning of 2008, the information 
about the memorial in Port Arthur could be found only in the military-historical publications or was mentioned by the 
representatives of the rF Ministry of Defense. this chart shows how we managed to raise interest in the Memorial in 
general. Moreover, in the fourth quarter 2010 (2 months’ calculated data) domestic mass media had been keeping 
up with the interest in the subject. this phenomenon is connected with the informational activity of the Ministry of 
Defense (primarily with regards to the state target program “For Preserving and reconstruction of the Military Grave 
Sites in 2011 - 2015”), and with events that transpired throughout the often epochal course of development in the 
russian-Chinese and russian-Japanese relations, in general.

In addition, the Project has become very popular with bloggers. According to Yandex research, in 2010 the 
key words have been found in 658 blogs. Negative perception has been more common in the blogs (in printed media it 
is almost never found at all), yet it has referred mostly to the policies of russian authorities. the Project itself almost 
never appears in a negative context. the bloggers community is traditionally dominated by “protest” moods; hence, 
we could expect standard allegations of stealing budget money etc. Yet there was no similar accusation found for our 
project. The insignificant amount of criticism in the blogs was connected with the fact that the Project has been realized 
abroad, while the numerous grave sites in russia are in a sad plight as well.

finAnciAl results7.4 

the Foundation “Pokolenie” has spent 13.5 mln. uSD ($ 12 mln. for the Chinese contractors and $ 1.5 mln. 
for the russian restorers). the Foundation provided 12.8 mln. uSD. the external sources provided 700 000 uSD, 95% 
of which was donated by organizations and 5% (about 30 000 uSD) was donated by the citizens as a result of social 
ads in Mass Media.

Working with mass media didn’t require any expenses at all except those for placing promotional 
advertisements.
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results #1
The FirST biggeST non-governmenTAl humAniTAriAn 
prOJect BetWeen russiA And chinA hAs sOlved A 
stAte prOBleM.
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results #2
The biggeST miliTAry-hiSToricAl memoriAl in ASiA hAS 
Been rescued frOM the hOusinG develOpMent And fully 
restOred.
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results #3
the JOint OpeninG cereMOny At pOrt Arthur hAs let 
us eMphAsiZe the inviOlABility Of the territOriAl 
riGhts Of russiA in the frAMeWOrK Of the strAteGy tO 
cOunter the AtteMpts tO reWrite the results Of the 
world wAr ii (The So-cAlled ArgumenT beTween ruSSiA 
And jAPAn AbouT The “norThern TerriTorieS” - The 
SouThern grouP oF The kuril iSlAndS)

the presidentiAl AdMinistrAtiOn hAs purpOsely 
scheduled the rOute Of the presidentiAl deleGAtiOn 
feAturinG the “JApAnese QuestiOn”. the visit stArted 
And ended On the territOries Of the hOstilities Of 
1945 AgAinST miliTAriSTic jAPAn: dAliAn (PorT ArThur) - 
beijing - ShAnghAi (exPo 2010) - SouTh SAkhAlin (ceded 
To ruSSiA in 1945) - The kuril iSlAndS.
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results #4
the surrender Of JApAn dAy hAs Been put BAcK in the 
MeMOriAl dAtes’ recOrds Of russiA As “the victOry in 
the WOrld WAr ii dAy”.
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“the dAy Of MeMOry Of the russiAn citiZens, WhO 
fulfilled the cAll Of duty OverseAs” hAs Been 
intrOduced. 
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Why We Are nOMinAtinG the 8. 
prOJect…  

…foR the national awaRd in Public Relations develoPment:

ruSSian pr-induSTry haS Been raTher poor on inTerculTural 
projecTS. The experience of Such a croSS-culTural projecT 
(on The juncTion of Such differenT culTureS aS ruSSian and 
chineSe) can Be uSeful for profeSSionalS in The fuTure aS 
The pr-induSTry in ruSSia developS and aS There will Be more 
PRojects uniting countRies.

the PRoject has been imPlemented undeR conditions of stRict 
infoRmation embaRgo, uP to foRbidding tv shooting, detention 
of tv cRews and filing diPlomatic notes. the histoRy of Russian 
pr-induSTry can hardly encounTer many projecTS ThaT would 
be imPlemented undeR such haRd conditions not due to the 
arrogaTion of cerTain ‘SaTrapS’( deSpoTic underlordS) or headS 
of ceRtain mass media, but because these conditions weRe 
laid by one of the PaRties. PeRhaPs, PRofessionals would be 
inteRested in how the authoRs of the PRoject found the way 
out and what communication Results they achieved.

finally, this PRoject combines civil initiative with an almost 
formal STaTe order. iT iS a rare example of puBlic-privaTe 
PaRtneRshiP, when the state authoRities, the woRking gRouP 
and all PaRticiPants of the PRoject have been inteRacting not 
verTically (The STaTe aS The ordering parTy and profeSSionalS 
aS SuBordinaTe execuTiveS), BuT horizonTally…from one 
indePendent institution to anotheR.
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the AuthOrs 9. 
Of the prOJect  

kirill elizarov
vice president Of the chArity fOundAtiOn “pOKOlenie”

alexander kirilin
heAd Of the MeMOriAliZAtiOn BOArd Of the Ministry Of defence

evgeny tomikhin
rf cOnsul AMBAssAdOr in BeiJinG

vladimiR myasnikov
AcAdeMic rAs

andRei skoch
MeMBer Of stAte duMA, president Of the chArity fOundAtiOn “pOKOlenie” 

andRei kaRneev
iAAS mSu, vice-PrinciPle

olga chuzhikova
heAd Of the russiAn restOrers’ GrOup

ilia lazarev
“vesti” neWs prOGrAM, prOducer

iRina losik
tv chAnnel “ZveZdA”, perfOrMer

yanus kanov
KOreAn WAr veterAns’ cOuncil, deputy chAirMAn
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devOted fOr All MOthers, Wifes, Girlfriends And sisters Of fAllen WArriOrs





AcKnOWledGMents  10. 
the authors of the Project would like to express their special gratitude to the Director of VGtrK oLEG 

DoBroDEEV and to the news-group “Vesti”, who have believed in the Project from the very beginning and have been 
helping gratis and covering the progress of the reconstruction works notwithstanding the restrictions, laid by the 
Chinese party, and such incidents as detention of the Beijing office news-group.

the authors are also expressing their thanks to the hundreds of people, whose participation made the 
implementation of the Project possible. We would like to name the following people:

Sergei Naryshkin, • Kremlin Chief of Staff, Chairman of the Commission to Counter Attempts to Falsify History to the Detriment of 
russia’s Interests 
Sergei Prihodko, • rF President aide 
Sergei Lavrov, • Foreign Minister of russian Federation
Anatoly Serdyukov, • Minister of Defence of russian Federation
Sergei razov, • Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in PrC 
Konstantin Vnukov, • Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in republic of Korea 
Zhanna odintsova, • Vice Press-Secretary of the President of russian Federation
Dmitry Bulgakov, • Deputy Minister of Defence
Igor Margulov, • head of First Department of Asia, 
Liu Yunpeng, • Head of Office of Foreign Affaris of Dalian
Julia rakcheeva,•  VGtrK, Deputy Director General; “Vesti” news program, Director 
Svetlana Mironyuk, • rIA Novosti, editor-in-chief
oleg Losik, • hero of the Soviet union, Marshal of the Armoured Forces
Mahmud Gareev, • General of the Army, President of the Academy of Military Science
Vladimir Mikhalkin, • hero of the Soviet union, Artillery Marshal, Inspector General of the Ministry of Defence, rF 
Vladimir Shamanov, • Lieutenant General, hero of russia.
Andrei taranov, • Memorialization Board of the Ministry of Defence, Deputy head 
Vladimir Kozhemyako,•  the Embassy of rF in Beijing, First Secretary
Sergei Kapitza, • professor, member of the Council on Culture and Arts for the President of russia, President of “Nikitsky Club of 
russian scholars and businessman”
Anatoly Zolotarev, • russian military attaché in Germany
Vladimir Dobryshevsky, • head of the press-service of the rF rear Armed Forces  
Sergei Kramarenko, • hero of the Soviet union, the Chairman of the Korean War Veterans’ Counsil
Pavel Vnukov, • the MFA of the rF, 1st Department of Asia
Sergei Kovalev, • Embassy of rF in PrC, attaché 
Lev Eremeikin, • General Consulate of rF in Shenyang (PrC), attaché 
Alexei Filin, • Sberbank RF Donskoe Office, executive manager
Vladimir Stebikhov, • restorer
olga Stefanova, • restorer
uliana Marinina, • fine art restorer
Evgeny Sokolov, • park restorer
Wen Yongqing, • “Dongchen” Co., executive manager
Svetlana Levoshko, • DA Architecture 
Boris Livshits, • DA history
Nikolai Pavlov, • historian
Mikhail osipenko, • “the Port Arthur Icon of the Mother of God” foundation
Andrei riumin, • Chinese Centre in Moscow, coordinator
Arkady Borisov, • interpreter
Zhanna Myasnikova, • interpreter
Alexei Andryunin, • interpreter
Valentin Golovachev,•  interpreter
Mikhail Zagitov,•  interpreter
Irina Granik, • “Kommersant” publishing house, observer
Maxim troepolsky, • deputy chief editor rEN-tV
Alexander Sladkov, • VGtrK special correspondent
Dmitry Sobiev, • Head of “Vesti” office in PRC
Ksenia Veretennikova, • “Vremya Novostei”, commentator 
rafael Ismagilov, • tBN Moscow, producer
Svetlana Popova, • “ochevodnoe-Neveroyatnoe”, producer
Dmitry Chernov,•  Wisemen Business Education’s partner
Vitaly Vlasov, • design studio “two Comrades”
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PResident of the Russian fedeRation

AcKnOWledGeMent
For active part in recovery and restoration of burials of russian and Soviet soldiers fallen on the territory 
of the Chinese Peoples republic is given to Elizarov Kirill Petrovich, CEo of Fun Communication, LLC

Moscow, the Kremlin
December 29th, 2010
#898-рп

Official Seal
/signature/

D. Medvedev
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the “silver Archer” AWArd AnnuAlly hOnOrs the Best puBlic relAtiOn prOJect 
in russiA. the eXpert cOuncil Of the “silver Archer” cOMpetitiOn cOnsists Of 
the MOst respected russiAn pr speciAlists. Over 160 pr prOJects And prOGrAMs 
iMpleMented By dOMestic And internAtiOnAl cOMpAnies in russiA in 2010 cOMpeted 
fOr the nAtiOnAl AWArd. pr prOJect “pOrt Arthur” hAs BeAten such pOWerful 
prOJects With huGe BudGets liKe eXpO 2010 in shAnGhAi Or pr prOJect Of the 
russiAn rAilWAy MOnOpOly. the cereMOny tOOK plAce in MOscOW On feBruAry 15th 
And WAs Attended By ABOut 1000 pr prOfessiOnAls.
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